DOTS

Phone Append
Phone Append uses name and address to complete
your contact records with missing consumer and
business phone numbers.

Features
and Benefits

Cross-referencing your contact data against a
proprietary database of 800 million records from
4,000 carriers, your business is confident that you
have the most accurate and up-to-date phone
numbers.

Supports Compliance
For regulations like TCPA and GDPR, knowing line
type, including land-line, wireless, VOIP, and
pre-paid phones, as well as phone type, like
business or residential, is critical for meeting
compliance regulations.
Phone Data From Over 4,000 Carriers
Competitors claim it, but we have it.
Our proprietary data set of over 800 million
consumer, business and government phone
listings enable our service to achieve
industry-leading match rates up to 75%.

How It Works
Returns Phone Number
Provides matching phone
number for supplied address,
from a database of over 800
million numbers and 4,000
carriers.
Certainty Score Returned
Returns an accuracy rating based
on matches with the contact
details provided, expressed as
Low, Medium or High.
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Comprehensive Phone Details
Phone Append goes further by providing
comprehensive phone information including:
Phone number for each contact record
Line types including landline, wireless, VOIP
& more
Phone types such as government, business
or residential

Provides Line Type
Supplies a determination of the
phone carrier line type, with
possible values of Landline,
Wireless, VOIP or Unknown.
Flags Business vs Residential
Identifies type of entity that owns
phone line as Residential or
Business, facilitating B2C and
B2B business logic and call
routing.

Certainty Scores Make for Better
Decision-Making
Phone Append returns actionable certainty scores
to quickly assess phone number viability, saving
your team time and money.

SMS/MMS addresses for wireless numbers
SIC codes for businesses
Latitude and longitude for both carrier and
contact information

Phone Number Out
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